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Shadnwiug in inelastic tepton-druteroii m-ałteriitg iv analysed iieing llip double interaction formalism where we relate
Tthftrtowing trt uu'lusive d Inactive processes. Both ttie vector meson and parton roiitributions are considered for low
»M<I liigh Q' value» including Q( 'П corrections with parton recombination for high Q2. These Q1 values were chosen
(о 1>|[|<>я|к111(| lo exiHting experimental data and t<» the poHsibfo flr'RA nirasurenteiits. Defaiferl disctueion of various
!>liarl<>wiiig иичУтпмпю i» given. Л» expertnl the ehiulowing efTeits are found to be very small, less then 2% or mi,
in agiffriiiMit witti the rerenl prerine measurementн perfonned hy the New Muoii Collaboration. The contribution of
shadowing tfitn to the (iotlflieil кшп frnin Ihe reginn г Ъ O.(NM and for Q 3 = AGvV^ is estimated to be eqilal to
0.025.

The IITIII sliiidowing in iin4astii- lepton - nu-

<'leu: scattering describes а рЫ'Пошсмоп in which
lli*- nuclear structure function is loss than A

(J)
where the relevant variables are

limes tli'* IIIIC1C»III structure function wheie A

is the mass number of a nucleus [1]. It is an es¬
tablished experimental fact [2] both for light and
for heavy nuclei.
'Ihe purpose of this talk is to present the re¬
sults of the theoretical analysis of shadowing in
inelastic leplon-dojitoroi» sealI.eriiig. This pre¬
sentation is based on the results obtained in ref.
[3] whore all the details can be found.
The deuteron structure function
Fjp(r,Q2)
is related in the following way to the proton
and neutron structure functions F'2F(r, Of*) ami
f 2n(*iQ S ) a l "' '" the shadowing term

(2)
with the four momenta ą and pp corresponding
to the virtual photon and to the deuteron re¬
spectively. The shadowing term Afjj>(ar,QJ) is
expected to be non-negligible in the region of
small x < 0.1 or so.
It has traditionally been assumed that the
shadowing term 6FJD(X,Q2)

is very small since

the deuteron is the loosely bound system. There
are at least two reasons for revising the question
to which extent the deuteron can be treated as
a set of two free nucleons.
(I) The inelastic lepton deuteron scattering
serves as the unique tool for determining the neu¬
tron structure function Г„. The recent теаяиге-
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mente of the structure function ratios
performed by the New Миом Collaboration [4)
are very precise and so even the relatively small
uhadowinp term can in principle affect the ex¬
tract ion of the neutron structure function out of
experimental data. It can in turn affect determi¬
nation ot other quantities, like for instance the
Gottfried sum la [5]:

-'»»(*.

(3)

(2) In the region of w r y small values of x «C
10" 2 or so and for large Q7 which may become
accessible in the possible 11КПЛ measurements
the shadowing should reveal various QCD effects
including in particular the gluon recombination
from two different nucleons in the dculeron [3,6].
Our aim will be to quantitatively estimate the
nuclear shadowing in the deuteron in the kinematical region covered by the recent. NMC data
as well as in the region typical for the possible
HERA measurements.
In the region of large Q2 we expect that the in¬
teraction of the virtual photon with thedeuteron
is described by the "hand-bag" diagram offig.1.
In this region the parton model is applicable
which leads to Bjorken scaling mildly violated by
the perturbative QCD corrections. The parton
model is described by the "hand-bag" diagram
for the virtual Compton amplitude (fig.I). It is
this hand-bag structure of the diagram which
guarantees Bjorken scaling [7] (modulo pertur¬
bative QCD corrections) independently of the
structure of the lower part of this diagram.
One can represent this diagram аз the sum of
two terms (a) and (b) which correspond to dif¬
ferent number of nucleons participating in the
interaction with the virtual photon'. The struc¬
ture function corresponding to the diagram (a)

a)

Po

b)

Po

Fig. I. The hand-bag diagram for the virtual Compton
amplitude; (s) the «ingle and (b) the double interaction
temi*. The lin» in the upper part of the diagramu denote
quarka (anliquarka) while the thirk linn in the ln«er part
of diagrams (a) and (b) denote nucleonn.

of fig. I equals to the sum of the proton and neu¬
tron structure functions while the shadowing is
given by the diagram (b) of fig. I i:i which both
nucleons participate in the interaction. The dif¬
ferent models of shadowing correspond to differ¬
ent structure details of this diagram.
In the small x region one expects that the dou¬
ble interaction term is dominated by the dou¬
ble pomeron exchange that relates the shadowing
to the diffractive production induced by virtual
photons i.e.:

/
In this formula S(k 5 ) is the deutcron form-factor
and
^ t
id the dim-active structure func¬
tion [8]. We define { = 2kq/ppq where к is
.he four momentum corresponding to pomeron,
fo = *(1 + Mjo/O") where Af*0 is the low-

H. H'uJWrfc nnti J l\,nrrt tii.thi / Sli

in IiH'liVitic hi'

i Si'Hlterilig

I'sl IIIIINN squared of I.If*." (lilFractivrly produced
hadronii- system. VVV also have t = -k±
hi
where <-и г= ш'^С'- willi in being <-(|iial ((j mii lenn
mass.
ii2 f."*yi

t

The ililfriKiivc si.riK-t.urt1 function я А , - is
related In the ]><)iii(Ton structure function

where /ł(r) denotes I lie poineron coupling to
the miclfon The poiueron structure fund ion
F2 [r',Q-,t)
is parameterized as beluw:

Finix',Q-JJ)
lig. 2. RoiiMe erAlteriiig of vwtor mesons.

with the first and the second term corresponding
to the triple pomeron and the quark box diagram
contributions respectively. It should be noticed
that the x' scaling of llie pomeron structure func¬
tion implies the Bjorken scaling of the shadowing
term 6F2(x,Q2) for large Q2. The formulas (4) to
(6) define the partonk mechanism of shadowing
suitably extended to the region of low Q?.
The region of low M2 where Mz is the mass of
the diffractively produced system is dominated
by the diffractive production of low-mass vector
mesons. It is assumed to be described by the vec¬
tor meson dominance model. In this model the
contribution of low mass vector mesons to nu¬
clear shadowing corresponds to double scatter¬
ing of vector mesons which are coupled to virtual
photons (fig.2). One gets then:
(7)

where Mv is the mass of the vector meson v and
the constants 7* can be calculated from the leptonic widths of the vector meson v. The crosssection ier,,D is given by.

tN J d'

(8)

where now Щ = m J jr s (M*/C 2 + l) s and <т„дг is
the (otal vector meson-iiucleon cross section. In
our calculations we shall include the contribution
of />,ui and Ф mesons. As can be seen from eq.
(7) the double scattering of vector mesons gives
vanishing contribution to shadowing in the large
Q2 limit.
Contribution from masses higher than Мф will
be related to the partonic mechanism of shadow¬
ing as decribed above. In our estimate of shad¬
owing coming from the partonic mechanism we
do therefore set the parameter M20 > M£ (the
magnitude of M20 is of course irrelevant in the
large Q2 limit). This choice of M| o guarantees
avoiding of double counting in 6FJD when sum¬
ming the partonic mechanism and the rescattering of vector meson parts of shadowing. These
two parts just refer to two separate regions of

Ml
In fig.3 we plot our results for SF2D as func¬
tions of x for fixed values of Q2. We also plot
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the. vt-ct.or meson 6F^)j and parlou mechanism
coiitribiitiuiis Mяр to shadowing. The pattern
of x-dependence changes weakly with Q2. The
x-dependeiice is determined by the " l / { " diffractive spectrum (eqs. (5) and (6)) for small values
of x and l>y the deuteron form-factor for higher
values of x. The latter stems from the fact that
the form factor argument, k 2 , depend: upon f.
The x dependence of ih'^p is driven entirely by
the form factor since we used the energy inde¬
pendent total cross-sections <т„дг. The deuteron
structure function (normalized per nticleon) is
equal to about 0.25 at Q2 = IGeV2, almost
independently of x, for x < 0.1 [2a]. Shadow¬
ing of high energy virtual photons in deuteron
is then at most a 2-3 % effect. Using (lie re¬
sults presented in fig. 3 we may estimate the
contribution of shadowing to the (iottfried sum
> fmin-Q2) defined as:

2

)

For Q2 = 40VV 2 and for xmln
= 0.004 (i.e
for the values corresponding to the experimen¬
tal measurements [4]) we find:
> xmin,Q2

A[e(x

= AGeV'1) = -0.025

(10)

The independent estimate of Ala from the re¬
gion x > 0.004 presented in ref. [5] which is based
on different model of diffractive production gives:
Ala = - 0 . 0 4 3 .
It should be noticed that the relation between
the Gottfried sum and the measured structure
functions FID and Fjp in the presence of shad¬
owing is as below:
e

(

x

Q

)

= f""-[F*(*,QV **.(*,<

(H)

The shadowing leads to negative sign of ДЛ;
i e. to s m a l l e r /,,• than thai determined exper¬
imentally assuming no shadowing. The experi
mental measurements give for the firsL integral
in the right hand side of the equation (11) the
value /'Я' = 0.227 ±0.007(sf««.)±0.014(syst.)
for хтш =•.. (1.004, ттат = 0.8 and Q7 = 4(7el' 2
[41,].
WV shall now discuss possible QCD effects on
shadowing.
In the large Q2 region bl'ii) is related to the
shadowing terms in the quark (6q) and antiquark
(/></) distributions in the deuteron:
iV'21) — Г

2_]

r

'i(^4i +^41)

(12)

Ihe shadowing terms bij are also present in the
gluon distributions in the deuteron. They can be
related to the gluon distributions in a pomeron

* >*„„„,
f * -SF2

Q'J)

*>*

Tliere are two possible QCD effects which can
modify sliadowing contribution to parton distri¬
butions:
(I) mild scaling violations induced by the QCD
evolution,
(2)possible recombination of partons from dif¬
ferent nucleons which gives additional terms in
the evolution equations [3,6]. Those terms are
sensitive upon the small x behaviour of gluon
distributions in Ihe niicloon.
The QCD corrections to sliadowing become
important in the region of very small values of
x and for moderately large values of Q 2 , that is
in the kinematical range of the possible HERA
measurements. They are displayed in fig. 4 and
compared with the prediction of the partonic
mechanism without QCD evolution which is rep¬
resented by the dashed line in fig. 4. The QCD
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Fig. 3. Results for SF3o aB fwnfciww of x for fixed value» of Q* (continuous lines). The dolled curves mark the
the dasher] lines tlie HF^'H contribution.".
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evoiulion changes substantially the results at low
x values. The evolution which neglects tlie parton recombination terms which is represented
by the continuous line in fig. 4 leads to an in¬
crease of SF2D from 0.007 to 0.01 at x = l(r 4
and Q2 = 10<7eV2. This is a consequence of
large amount of giuons in the pomeron enhanc¬
ing the amount of quarks and antiquarks through
the QC'D evolution. The parton recombination
mechanisms are very sensitive to the gluon dis¬
tributions xg(x,Q*) in the nurleon at low x. In
fig.4 we show the differences between results on
6F2D for three possible gluon paramelerizations
in the nuclron whirli differ by tlieir behaviour at
the x = 0 limit [10]. Thus the short dashed line
corresponds to xg(x,Q2) —<• const for г —• 0,
the dotted curve corresponds to the gluon dis¬
tribution containing both the singular x~'/ 2 be¬
haviour and shadowing effects and the dasheddotted line shows results for xg(x,Q^) —» x~^3.
The structure function FID ' S also very sensi¬
tive to the gluon distributions in that region and
therefore the shadowing is again only a 2% effect.
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